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By Paula Pistorius, CARTI Dosimetrist
and Breast Cancer Survivor
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Paula Pistorius surrounded by her treatment team and colleagues

I remember so clearly April 5, 1976 --- “opening day” at
CARTI. We treated CARTI’s very first patients in our
sparkling new state-of-the-art treatment facility. I never
dreamed that 30 years later, I would be a patient on the
other sided of the treatment room door. I was a therapist
treating patients until 1980 when I graduated as a
member of the first class of CARTI’s RTT school. I
transferred to my position as a dosimetrist in 1980 and
work with our doctors and physicists planning treatment
and assisting with gynecology procedures and prostate
seed implants.
I’ve just recently celebrated my 3 year “anniversary” of
my breast cancer diagnosis. Yes, MY diagnosis. Haven’t I
spent the last 34 years as a part of the CARTI team in the
“fight” to cure other people? This wasn’t supposed to
happen to me OR my husband. But it did. We were
surprised when my husband, Bryan, was diagnosed at 58
with prostate cancer. His dad had been diagnosed, so
Bryan had been careful to have annual checkups. Bryan is
now almost 6 years out after the prostate seed implant
performed by Dr. Gao. As for me, I’m doing just fine and
am so grateful. All three of my “cancer doctors” tell me
that I’m doing great! It’s actually (almost) easy to forget
that “Mrs. Pistorius” is three years into this journey.
My cancer experience began when I went for my

annual mammogram, never expecting anything to be
wrong. I started to worry a little when I had to return
for a diagnostic mammogram, followed by a biopsy. I
had a benign breast biopsy many years ago so I thought
this was probably not cancer. But it was.
The radiologist called who called to tell me asked,
“Paula, are you alright?” I responded “Not exactly.”That
is really a pretty good description of how anyone with
an early stage disease feels after those words – “You
have CANCER”. I wasn’t feeling ill. The small tumor
was obviously not something I was aware of. I just
went for my annual mammogram and that was the
start of my journey.
Diagnosis, followed by surgery.Then my first visit to
my “chemo doctor”. This was a very sobering
experience for me and each visit is still intimidating to
me even now. I am blessed to have been diagnosed
early enough that I didn’t require chemotherapy. I’m
taking an “estrogen blocker” that I will take for a total of
five years.
That brings me to the next and most personal “stop”
along this journey – my first visit as a patient with Dr.
Maners, the radiation oncologist I’ve worked alongside
for years. I’m now “Mrs. Pistorius”, the breast cancer
patient. Even almost 35 years of working at CARTI
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